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Abstract: In this paper we share experiences on collecting and annotating child
speech data from our speech language therapy background and the TALC-project
(Tools for Analyzing Language and Communication) where we explore the appli-
cation of machine learning models (focus ASR) for linguistic and speech therapy
purposes in an interdisciplinary team. We will reflect on the importance of collect-
ing natural speech data for ASR model training and will summarize recommended
methods for eliciting such spontaneous child speech at different ages. For annotat-
ing recorded data such as transcribing them and marking relevant parts for subse-
quent analysis, we will focus on possible ways to ensure communication between
different researchers. Throughout, we will elaborate on the interdisciplinary col-
laboration in our project in order to ensure that requirements of model developers
and end-users are met.

1 Background

Besides mainstream applications automatic speech recognition (ASR) of children has the po-
tential to support child speech and language research, clinical assessment, intervention planning
and advising parents. For example, the analysis of recorded child speech samples is a widely
recognized and ecologically valid method in the diagnosis of developmental language disorders
[1]. These samples can be analyzed with regard to all linguistic domains (phonology, morphol-
ogy, syntax, semantics and pragmatics) creating a comprehensive picture of a child’s speech
and language abilities [2]. But the process of recording, manually transcribing and manually
analyzing these samples is very time consuming. Therefore, despite its many advantages over
the use of standardized speech and language tests, it is not used regularly by speech language
therapists [3]. Automating the process via ASR would enable to record longer and more sam-
ples and thus to continuously monitor language development outside the therapy setting and
plan interventions based on functional communicative abilities. Turning to research, automated
support of language sample analysis would enable the collection of mass data to gain new and
verify existing knowledge on language development.

Data also build the basis for the training of machine learning algorithms. The amount of
data required to train a model depends on the intended task and the property of the data [4, 5].
In the case of automatic child speech recognition the latter is extremely variable, increasing the
distance and to adult speech and its heterogeneity with decreasing age [6, 7]. At the same time
collecting and manually processing representative child speech data for software development
is a challenging and time consuming task as noted previously [8, 9]. This leads to a twofold
sparseness: There is a lack of openly available child speech data for ASR training purposes,
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especially natural speech [10], and at the same time more data is needed than for training ASR
models of adult language [11]. Therefore, to collect and annotate robust and representative child
speech data for model training and subsequently to develop the software to fit the intended pur-
pose, an interdisciplinary collaboration of disciplines developing speech/language technology
and disciplines with knowledge on speech/language development and child communication in
addition to end-user involvement is beneficial [12, 13].

2 Collecting Child Speech Data

From a speech and language therapy perspective, collecting and analyzing child data has a
long tradition as a method for researching and assessing language development [2]. Although
language sampling is generally a non-standardized procedure, a number of aspects contribute
to obtaining representative and comparable samples across different children and age groups.
These deliberations can guide the collection of speech data for the development of ASR software
as well. Due to their typical insecurity in unfamiliar contexts usually resulting in a lack of
compliance or restricted communicative interaction, collecting natural speech samples from
children may be more challenging than collecting these kind of data from adults. At the same
time, child speech samples collected in constrained contexts, such as sentence repetition or
picture naming may be much less representative of unconstrained, natural child speech than is
the case with adults. Examples from the kidsTALC corpus illustrate this [10]. We compared
modal performance in a test set of eight children across all four age groups of our kidsTALC
corpus (AG1: 3;6 - 4;11; AG2: 5;0 - 6;11; AG3: 7;0 - 8;11; AG4: 9;0 - 10;11). Phone error rate
was analyzed dependent on three types of elicitation contexts included in our kidsTALC corpus
(narrative, picture description, conversational). Although all of these types represent connected
speech the most unconstricted (natural) context is the conversational in free dialogue as marked
by the highest average speech rate in all children except child K32 (Table 1). This context most
representative of everyday communication also has the highest phone error rate (Table 2) thus
emphasizing the need to collect these type of data to train ASR models for children.

Table 1 – Speech Rate in phones per seconds depending on the elicitation context for the children of the
kidsTalc test set

age narrative conversational picture description

K32 3;9 - 6.7 (3.0) 6.7 (3.1)
K19 4;1 - 8.1 (3.0) 7.2 (3.2)
K4 5;8 - 9.3 (2.8) 7.6 (3.1)
K17 5;8 - 9.9 (3.9) 8.6 (3.5)
K12 8;1 8.1 (2.9) - 7.4 (3.1)
K27 8;5 8.5 (2.4) 8.7 (5.6) 8.2 (4.6)
K30 10;7 9.1 (2.6) 10.7 (3.5) 8.8 (3.5)
K33 10;9 6.4 (1.6) 6.9 (4.1) -

Components such as location, materials used, elicitation method, and the conversational
style of the person interacting with the child have been shown to have a direct influence on the
success of collecting a speech sample as well as on its properties and reliability [14, 15, 16].
It is recommended that language samples of children should be collected in a location and in
situations familiar to the children and that the activities and materials should be chosen with
regard for the age, the fields of interest and the linguistic capacities of the children [17]. For
example, interactions with the children with materials not necessitating fine motor activity are
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Table 2 – PER of an ASR system trained only on kidsTalc, depending on the elicitation context for the
children of the kidsTalc test set

age narrative conversational picture description

K32 3;9 - 33.4 30.5
K19 4;1 - 30.9 25.9
K4 5;8 - 34.5 27.8
K17 5;8 - 31.7 25.7
K12 8;1 29.0 - 34.1
K27 8;5 17.5 30.3 20.5
K30 10;7 31.9 51.2 37.7
K33 10;9 22.1 30.4 -

recommended because such demanding activities engender shorter utterances [17]. The context
in which the language sample is gained was also found to have an influence on the amount
of utterances and on the complexity of the language produced by children [15]. For example,
while play-based activities may be appropriate to elicit a greater amount and more complex
speech from younger children, in older children story telling may be the favorable context [8].
Table 3 provides an overview of recommended sampling contexts to collect continuous speech
at different ages.

Table 3 – Recommended language sample contexts by age [2, 18].

Preschool Schoolage Adolescents

Freeplay X
Picture description X X
Story telling / retelling X X
Expository discourse X X
Persuasive discourse X
Free conversation / dialogue X X X

Furthermore, Evan and Craig [19] found, that the use of questions (in an interview context)
resulted in more and more complex utterances than during free play with children. Different
question types induce different answers and vary as to the syntax and the semantic relations of
the expected replies [20]. Closed prompts have only one correct answer and lead to short re-
sponses (e. g. yes/no answers) while open-ended questions offer many possibilities of answers
which are generally more than one- or two-word responses [21]. The latter are therefore more
suitable to elicit longer and more complex utterances. In addition, the use of questions by the
examiner was found to elicit more non-imitative utterances and more different words in chil-
dren than commenting [22]. Finally, the reaction of the examiner after the production of child’s
utterances or after asking a question might have an impact on the child’s language production.
Examiners should leave children time, as wait time is important to enable children to produce
(complete), more complex answers or produce extended talk [23]. The combination of an over-
all engaging communication (e.g. friendly and inviting tone of voice, eye contact, getting down
to the child’s level, use of gestures and vivid mimic), following the child’s lead of interest, us-
ing open-ended and follow-up questions or substantive feedback with enough wait time, can
be summarized as the recommended conversational style to make the child feel comfortable
talking to you as an examiner and generate natural language production by the child [21, 17].

Additionally, considerations from an information science perspective should complement
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guidelines for collecting child speech data. These may also address the location, the materials
used, the elicitation method, and the conversational style of the person interacting with the child.
Collecting language samples in a familiar environment of a young child, for example in the
daycare center, where spontaneous speech data are often recorded, might present challenges for
the development of an ASR software because of the background noise. The choice of elicitation
materials must also undergo constrains as to its noisiness (e.g. soft toys would be preferable
to favored plastic ones). Elicitation methods should be chosen with regard for the quality of
the recordings (e.g. language samples with many children interacting may be too challenging
at first) and for their ability to elicit longer and complete utterances. Finally, the elicitation
method as well as the conversational style of the examiner and the feedback elements used
should minimize speech overlap. The latter refers to the next steps of processing the collected
data. Facilitating the transcription of the data can already be considered by a skilled researcher
during data collection, for example by the use of non verbal feedback in order to keep the
conversation going.

Regarding sample length, it should be kept in mind that the younger the children the more
recording time is needed to collect a sufficient amount of child speech. Per minute of child
speech in the kidsTALC corpus on average 2.44 min of audio recording are required in the
youngest age group (3;6 - 4;11), while only 1.33 min of audio recording are required in the
oldest age group (9;0 - 10;11) almost doubling the amount of time it takes to record the the
same amount of child speech from the youngest to the oldest children in our corpus.

3 Annotation Child Speech Data

Before data can be processed several decisions have to be made, such as the mode of tran-
scription (orthographic or phonetic; standard or verbatim). If phonetic transcription is desired
by the project goals, agreement should be achieved in terms of the detail of this transcription
(e.g. using only selected IPA symbols instead of the whole IPA). This agreement should bal-
ance the needs of end-users, here the required detail of phonetic transcription for child speech
assessment purposes, and the challenge of model training, the more detailed the more demand-
ing. Additional aspects that need to be kept in mind when deciding on a certain level of detail
in transcription are the effort to compile very detailed transcriptions and the decreasing inter-
transcriber agreement with increasing detail leading to inconsistent transcriptions. Audio meta-
data for child speech should always include age, language status (e.g. monolingual/multilingual,
typical developing/language impaired) and sampling context (e.g. elicitation method, material
used, speaker roles).

Ensuring communication between researchers collecting the data, those annotating (e.g.
transcribing) and those training the ASR model is central for further processing child data.
In our TALC project we use several tools and methods to foster communication between the
various persons involved. These range from regular interdisciplinary meetings, end-user in-
volvement in the project, shared manuals of individual process steps, to project management
software tools such as version control systems. For example, in addition to the metadata, each
audio should be furnished with notes on child specifics during data collection, such as health
status (Does the child have changes in pronunciation and voice quality due to having a cold?)
or developmental speech errors (which may sometimes be missed without notification).

To reach an acceptable inter-transcriber agreement, which is generally lower in transcribing
child data and additionally in phonetic transcriptions [24] training of transcribers and communi-
cation between transcribers is of utmost importance. In our TALC project we have established
a training consisting of several tasks and rounds of feedback to complete if new transcribers are
to be integrated into the project. Typical characteristics of (oral) child speech and should be
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addressed in the training. Emerging disagreement and uncertainty of transcribing specific audio
parts should be resolved via discussion among transcribers. Consensus should be integrated
into a continuously updated transcription manual.

In the context of ARS software development, it is particularly important to pay attention
to transcription accuracy. For example, overlapping portions should be accurately marked and
separated from non-overlapping portions. Additionally, it is necessary that timestamps and
speaker changes are aligned. Again, accurate work is necessary. In order to be able to guarantee
a high standard, it has proven useful that each transcription and annotation step is controlled by
another (trained) person. If possible, different transcribers should work on one transcript, in
order for errors to be mutually controlled and quality to be assured in this way. Another option
is the independent creation of a transcript by several persons in parallel, in order to be able to
compare the results afterwards and to discuss a common best possible version. However, this
is not very economical and often not feasible due to limited financial and human resources.
Considerations for increasing quality should be discussed based on a cost-benefit analysis.

4 Conclusion

The interwoven sometimes opposing demands of those developing and those using machine
learning software especially in human applications call for an interdisciplinary approach to
model design as well as collecting and annotating data for model training. Regarding ASR
for the assessment and linguistic analysis of child speech and language, a background in child
language development and/or speech and language therapy should guide data collection and an-
notation in order to obtain robust and representative data. Communication between researchers
of different disciplines and working on different aspects of a project is essential to address the
challenges of automating child speech recognition as well as to develop software for end-user
needs. Over the years of our project duration we have discovered that the most powerful tools of
interdisciplinary collaboration are shared goals, mutually beneficial outcomes for all involved
disciplines, openness to see the world through the eyes of the others and to learn each others
"language" all reached in continuous cooperative dialogue.
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